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Syhani Iatiri

Syhani Iatiri is a character played by a deleted user.

Syhani Iatiri

shurus nishonj chaucullu aunk shu rojhs siil cauns fol1)

Date of Birth: YE 22
Species Norian
Gender Female
Height 175.26 cm
Weight 62kg

Faction
 Yamatai Star Empire
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Syhani Iatiri

shurus nishonj chaucullu aunk shu rojhs siil cauns fol1)

Sub-Faction
 Tsenlan

Organization Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation Star Army Technician

Rank Santô Hei
Current Placement YSS Wakaba

Physical Description

Syhani is a rare Norian, she has a height of 175.26cm and weighs 62kg. She has pale brown eyes and
waist length black hair that pairs immaculately with her skin tone. She tends to wear casual style clothing
in dark or neutral tones, but can clean up fairly well for formal situations if needed. Her hair tends to be
kept loose unless she is on duty, in which case it is pulled back in a braided bun. Her slim hourglass
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figure is attributed to a careful balance of diet and rigorous exercise.

Specifications
Height: 175.26cm
Mass: 62kg

Measurements: B34-W32-H34
Bra Size: C

Build and Skin Color: Slim, Tan
Eye Color: Pale Brown
Hair Color: Black

Personality

Syhani is an ISTP-T2) personality type. Her more introverted leanings leave her more interested
maintaining a smaller yet close knit circle than a plethora of friends. While she loves getting out to do
things she prefers more thoughtful and calm interactions to lively party gatherings. She is a very
observant, down to earth indvidual with strong focus on the tasks at hand and any back up plans that
might be necessary. She is prone to pick the path of logic over emotion, sometimes to her own personal
detriment. She works well with any challenge thrown her way, adapting to adventure with ease. While
she is she almost always maintains a calm outward appearance she is sensitive to stress in some
circumstances.

History

Syhani Iatiri was born on Ayenee in YE 22 to Aebai and Tyje. Her birth occured between the Space Race
and the Colonization of Ayenee and the Umarian Wars. Her mother Tyje left after recovering from birth
and would be gone for most of her childhood due to active service with the Continuum Star Navy as a
first officer. Though her mother would be gone for most of this early stage in her life her father, Aebai,
would dote upon her and her siblings enough to last many life times. While she was still a babe she found
a curiousity with tending to various broken items around the house. Granted at this stage whe was more
likely to try and patch it with toys or imagination, nonetheless the interest would develop at a rapid pace.

At the end of YE 30 her mother Tyje returned home to find Syhani investigating a malfunction with
several doors within the abode. This led to a sit down with both her mother and father about how this
interest could best be fostered in a advantageous manner. As a result of the discussion Aebai would get
her into various age appropriate activities to aid in this endeavor. When the Void Wars began her mother
was once more called to action in service to the Norian Continuum. This time around her mother's
absence hit a little harder, causing her to hyper focus on schooling and passion projects.

In YE 40 the ysi would receive news that Tyje died in conflict. At the time they did not realize it was due
to misconceptions regarding the entities they were up against. Aebai assumed a more prominent role as
provider in the home, becoming more proactive in his work and involving his youngest daughter
whenever he could. She pursued higher education as a technician with a specialization for damage
control. Due to the chaos surrounding them at the time she got a very hands on approach to the field.
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Eventually what was left of the ysi would join other survivors from the capital worlds on the colony ships
led by Tetsuya Eitan (Airwin Caeyara), who at the time was known as Emperor Airwin Caeyara.

During the time period that would come to be known as New Noria and Another Fall she would put her
knowledge to use in colonization efforts for New Noria. Though this attempt was short lived as the
Craethel followed them yet again. Aebai died during the violent attack along with several of her siblings
leaving her almost completely on her own. She followed the survivors of this latest attempt to the Kagami
Galaxy as part of the Emperor's dream of the Visions of Tsenlan.

While Operation Fireplace was ongoing she played an integral part in the damage control efforts that
occured in Arrival of the Norians. Her efforts aided those that joined in emergency response, yielding
valuable information that saved many lives. Though she does have a strong distaste for the entity known
as Bathosar as a result. Even going as far as to throw darts at a poster of the beast. When things settled
down she took time to adjust to Yamataian culture and figure a path forward for herself. Luckily her older
brother Aevi was there to support her, encouraging her to pursue her passions, wherever they may take
her.

At the beginning of YE 45.6 she enlisted in the Star Army of Yamatai as a Star Army Technician. After her
training completed in YE 45.8 she awaited assignment to her first command in the Star Army of Yamatai.

Plots and Threads

Plots

Syhani is or has been involved in the following plots:

Syhani is not currently involved in any plots, check back soon!

Threads

Syhani is or has been involved in the following threads:

Syhani is not currently involved in any plots, check back soon!

Skills Learned

Communication = Syhani can communicate in Nira'las, Trade (language), and Yamataigo (邪馬台
語).
Vesper Expression - Syhani's Vesper Links to those she cares about are known to be intense and
she's mastered the ability to use images or projected thought spaces to participate in
communication with others.
Religion - Syhani is not a very religious person, having felt betrayed by the The Church of the
Builders, whom she blames for the loss of her parents.
Star Army Common Skills - In addition to basic operation and transmission procedures Syhani also
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excels at the use of any weaponry Star Army personnel would commonly come into contact with.
Star Army Occupational Skills - Syhani took her passion and applied it to become fairly adept at the
skill and handling of expectations required of Star Army technicians.
Boxing - Syhani has a passion for the physical art, using it as a way to let out some stress instead
of hitting things with wrenches.
Puzzles - Syhani loves putting together various types of puzzles, the more difficult the merrier.

Social Connections

People Syhani is connected to:

Aebai Syhani - Father, deceased.
Tyje Syhani - Mother, deceased.
Aevi Syhani - Older brother.

Inventory

Syhani's Inventory:

Star Army Standard Issue Items
Star Army Norian Undersuit
Civilian Clothing of Various Types

Finances

5,000 KS

OOC Notes

a deleted user made this article.

Approved by Demibear on 2023/11/15.3)

Main Syhani art by a deleted user with Midjourney Bot.

In the case Nakshatra becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? NO
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? NO
For exceptions please see Nashatra (GingerGlitch) Will

Character Data
Character Name Syhani Iatiri
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Character Data
Character Owner Nakshatra
Character Status Active Player Character
Current Location YSS Wakaba
Plots YSS Wakaba Plot
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Harm Limit injury or death
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Santô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Technician
SAOY Assignment YSS Wakaba
SAOY Entry Year YE 45
SAOY Entry Month 6
DOR Year YE 45
DOR Month 8
Orders Orders

1)

“theres nothing chacelle and the right tool cant fix” in Nira'las
2)

https://www.16personalities.com/istp-personality
3)

https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/syhani-iatiri.71212/#post-442620
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